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American Financing’s Transition to IDS – An Emphasis on Customer Support
IDS’s new client, American Financing, were experiencing
some struggles with their previous document provider
before they made the switch to IDS. In the midst of the
TRID implementation, American Financing could not get
in contact with their provider or get anything done during
those critical times. Finally, they had had enough.
While making the switch to IDS, David Anderson,
compliance manager at American Financing, immediately
noticed IDS’s dedication to customer support, and greatly
appreciated the attentiveness of our staff.
When asked what a noticeable difference in using IDS
was, he responded, “When I have an issue, the ability to
reach out to somebody and get things addressed quickly
and easily – I can’t explain how important that was to me
after what I went through with our previous doc vendor,”
he added.

Anderson was also pleasantly surprised to discover
new efficiencies that the idsDoc system brought to their
company.
“When we went through the IDS demo, what really blew
me away was not only how user-friendly the system was,
but also the simplicity of getting the docs ordered,” Anderson explained. “In addition, the ability to review the docs
before disclosure and to add custom documents in at will
were both a big plus for us.”
To view the full case study of American Financing’s
switchover—the challenge, solution, and results—visit
idsDoc.com/more

NEW CUSTOMIZATION: ADD SPANISH DOCUMENTS
IDS, Inc. now offers the ability to add Spanish documents to a doc package.
IDS has Spanish translations of many documents that can be added to a package. These
documents do not contain any loan specific data. They are intended to be added to a
package in addition to the English version of the documents. These are translations that
are provided by Fannie Mae which we have entered into our system so they can be added
to our standard packages.
The translated documents we have are:
»
»
»
»
»
»

CFPB – Your Home Loan Toolkit
1003
Loan Estimate
Written List of Service Providers
Request for Verification of Employment
Request for Verification of Deposit

»
»
»
»
»

W-9
Closing Disclosure
Adverse Action Notice
Security Instruments
Notes

When the custom field is set up, you will be able to add Spanish documents to a package
from the Client Specific page. To add this new custom field, contact Customer Service at
service@idsdoc.com.

Customizing your document package just became easier with the
new feature that was added to the eSign Room. Loan officers
(LOs) and borrowers can upload custom documents to the eSign
Room, and now LOs can add and place signature designations
and/or checkboxes so that the borrower(s) can eSign the document(s). When a document is uploaded, the loan officer selects
the document action of eSign, wet sign, acknowledgement, or
simply inserts it into the package. They also select whose document list it will be added to. When adding a document to eSign,
you will then be prompted to indicate where to add the signature
items that will become the click-to-sign eSignatures.

TIPS:

» Access this feature from the eSign Room by clicking on
“Upload Documents.”
» The document must be a .pdf, .tif or .tiff file.
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